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INTRODUGTION

the Specialists1 Meeting on "Sodium Boiling Noise Detection" was held
in Chester under the auspices of the UKAEA oh 9-11 June 1981. The meeting
was sponsored by the IAEA on the recommendation of the 13th meeting of the
IWGFR, and was attended by 21participants from Australia, France, Federal
Republic of Germany, German Democratic Republic, India, Italy, Japan,
United-Kingdom, and two international organisations, CEC and IAEA. The
meeting was presided over by Dr. E. J. Burton of the United Kingdom.

;•••• The purpose of the meeting was to review and discuss methods available
for detection of the initial stage of accidents in fast reactors, with
most attention.,on reliable detection by acoustic techniques, which could
provide a valuable addition to the safety protection. Results from
.reactor experiments were also.discussed and recommendations made for
future" developments., ,.,.,, ; . ;.

The meeting was divided into five technical sessions as follows:

..'.,'. "i... Signals from sodium boiling . .

... .2, Transmission p,f acoustic waves and background noise ,

. ) r 3 . . Detection, techniques •'......
.. , : 4..,, Reactor ̂experiments '/... . ...
j 5^ . Future requirements •

.'.,.,, During the meeting papers were presented by the participants on behalf
'.pt, theiir countries, and organisations., Each presentation was followed by
ah open, discus.sipn. on the, subject covered by the paper and session
summaries were drafted. After the formal sessions were completed a final
.discussion, session, was held and general conclusions and recommendations
|weri,/peachedhy- consensus. Session summaries, general conclusions and
'recommendations.,, national review papexs presented at the meeting as well
a;s,!the. agiesnda of. the meeting and the list of participants are given below.

SUMMARY

SUMMARY OF THE SESSION ON NATIONAL PRESENTATIONS

As this was the first meeting to be devoted to fast reactor core
surveillance by acoustic techniques the meeting was opened by the
participants presenting a review on behalf of their country or
organisation. The national papers reflected the degree of concern felt
for the likelihood of a local anomaly in an individual sub-assembly
spreading to other parts of the core. This concern was influenced by the
detailed design of the sub-assembly, its size, number of pins, method of
pin spacing and so on. Thus in the United Kingdom serious consideration
was being given to the development of a reactor trip system based on the
noise from boiling. In France a study was being made of the merits of
three noise techniques based on acoustics, outlet coolant temperature and
neutron flux. Temperature noise was considered to have most potential,
but work was continuing on acoustic techniques and a sophisticated'
diagnostic method was being developed using all three methods. Japan, FRG
and Italy had firm programmes, including the use of out-of-pile rigs and
transducer developments, to enable the potential of the acoustic method to
be evaluated. In GDR the acoustic technique was seen as a useful
diagnostic tool for the early warning of a local anomaly both for core
monitoring and for sodium/water reactions. In India the general value of
the technique was recognised and a firm programme was being defined.

In all countries there was development to: use recent improvements in
computing power with micro-processors to investigate advanced signal
processing techniques as a way of discriminating against background
noise. These techniques included location techniques, pattern recognition
method and auto-regression analysis..

. . . , . • • • • - • • • ' ' : • • ' " • / • " * • ' ; • '

Several countries recognised the importance of experiments in power

reactors both to validate the technique in the reactor environment and to
demonstrate its sensitivity. In attempting to design and interpret such
experiments a good physical understanding was required, and mathematical
models were needed to extrapolate to other hypothetical fault conditions.



SUMMARY OF SESSION ON SIGNALS FROM SODIUM BOILING

Two specialists' papers were presented:

1. "Review of RNL observations of the acoustic signal from boiling"
presented by Mr. I. D. Macleod, UKAEA, RNL, UK.

2. "Acoustic signals from boiling sodium" J. Aberle, H. Rohrbacher,
K. Schleisiek, presented by Mr. W. Glauner, KfK, Federal Republic of
Germany.

In paper (1) boiling signals deriving from CfNa (CEA) and KNS (KfK)
experiments are characterised in the frequency and in the time domain.
Boiling regimes have been distinguished in the high frequency range (10 -
100 kHz). The amplitude of acoustic noise increases with the excess
temperature but a build-up of vapour can attenuate the signal. The effect
of gas release was also analysed. With 0.05% of gas injected upstream a
blockage boiling could still be detected; increasing the rate to 0.5%
boiling was not detectable using simple techniques.

In the contribution presented by KfK, sodium boiling behind plane
blockages was investigated (49% central blockage and 21% corner
blockage). Except for low frequency oscillations and a lower noise
intensity level in the first case, no fundamental effect was observed
depending on the local boiling process. The effect of undissolved gas was
also investigated; a volumetric gas content of 0.05% seems to preclude
boiling detection. Local boiling within a blockage was investigated in
in-pile MOL7C experiment: difficulties were encountered in distinguishing
the boiling noise from the flow noise caused by the extension of blockage
after pin failure during the flow run-down.

In addition to the results presented in the specialists' papers,
attention was drawn to the Japanese out-of-pile experiments with 37 and 61
pin bundles involving both local blockage and outlet boiling tests.

The following comments and recommendations were made:

- further investigation of the effect of gas content in sodium would
be useful

- the importance of out-of-pile experiments, which can be extensively
instrumented and operated under controlled conditions, was stressed,
providing the basis for understanding in-pile experiments

- the usefulness of simulating the transient situation during the
incident escalation was outlined, so that timescales available and
suitable signal processing can be established to extrapolate results to
the reactor conditions

- blockage experiments have so far concentrated on planar blockage
simulation; more realistic conditions should be studied, particularly for
wire wrapped assemblies in which other mechanisms of local flow
restriction could take place.

SUMMARY OF SESSION ON BACKGROUND NOISE AND TRANSMISSION

In Session II three presentations were discussed:

K. Kobayashi, T. Yasuda and H. Araki - Transmission experiment by the
simulated LMFBR model, and propagation analysis of acoustic signals

R. Prabhakar - Pump noise measurement

I. D. Macleod - Comments on pump noise measurements

From the contributions it was confirmed that the background noise
strongly influenced the opportunity of boiling noise detection. Changes
in the background noise caused by changes in flow rate, cavitation and gas
content lead to changes in the noise signals. In many cases these
alterations are similar to those caused by sodium boiling, therefore the
discrimination between alterations of background noise and boiling noise
is very difficult. From this point of view the detailed study of
background noise under real conditions is important.

The investigations made in Japan of background noise and its frequency
and space dependent transmission behaviour, on a half-scale model, are an
essential step in this direction. Further investigations of this kind are
of interest.

The need to limit cavitation in reactor components was explained and
acoustic methods for reliable measurement of cavitation inception in
sodium were discussed.

An important means of discriminating sodium boiling noise from other
noise sources could be by location techniques. For further progress in
this field, the investigation of background noise serves as a necessary
basis.

It was recommended to investigate the long-term behaviour of
background noise in LMFBRs.



SUMMARY OF SESSION ON DETECTION TECHNIQUES

In Sesssion III three papers:

1. "Acoustic detection of a cavitation noise in the French breeder
reactor Phenix" presented by Mr. M. Brunet

2. "Measuring system for the acoustic control of fast breeder
reactors" presented by Mr. K. Forster

3. "Summary of recent AAEC research on noise analysis techniques"
presented by Dr. T. J. Ledwidge

and one extended contribution from UK presented by Mr. G. H. Broomfield on
irradiation and temperature effects on acoustic transducer performance
characteristics were discussed.

In French reactor Phenix, cavitation noise detection experiment has
been performed using a specially designed assembly, assuming that the
noise produced by boiling can be closely simulated by that from
cavitation, and that it is important to perform such an "in-pile" acoustic
experiment in the actual plant of concern. The assembly was provided with
a circular sharp-edged diaphram, producing cavitation above a critical
flow. The threshold of cavitation was monitored acoustically by using the
detection system installed in Phenix, and the signals were analysed by
three different methods: the total power in the signal, counting of
acoustic pulses and pattern recognition. The pattern recognition, based
on a mathematical procedure to detect differences in vector space, showed
some advantage over other conventional methods of analysis.

In recognition of the critical importance of reliable sensors having
sifficient sensitivity in the frequency range of interest, a range of
acoustic sensors usable in high temperature sodium environment have been
developed in FRG with associated measuring electronics. Magnetostrictive
and piezo-electric sensors are at an advanced state of development with
the former having a higher limit of tolerance to temperature.

The work at Harwell has included an examination of the effect of
neutron irradiation and. temperature on properties of piezo-electric
materials used in the construction of sensors. The measurements indicated
that a lead zirconate titanite transducer was acceptable up to 1 x lO1-̂
fast n/cm2 and a lithium niobate microphone operated at 55O°C showed
little deterioration at neutron doses of 1 x lO2^ fast n/cm2.

The importance of building up a sound knowledge of backgound noises,
over a considerable period, was emphasised in the Australian contribution,
as well as the need to move towards standardised measurement and analysis
techniques. The need to pay particular attention to the processing of
data derived from situations involving dispersive media or significant
transport delays was emphasised.

SUMMARY OF SESSION ON REACTOR MEASUREMENTS

Four specialists' papers have been presented:

Japan presented the first paper describing a simulation study to
assess signal processing techniques. Neutronic, acoustic and temperature
noise signals are simulated and combined with a simple reactor kinetics
model on a hybrid computer. It concludes that cross spectral and
coherence analysis of neutronic and acoustic signals are effective in
detecting boiling provided the voidage pattern corresponds to that
expected in a true boiling experiment.

The UK paper described the acoustic detection of boiling in
sub-assemblies with artificial blockages during the DFR special
experiments. Acoustic signals were obtained from accelerometers/
waveguides and directly immersed microphones. A time of flight technique
was used, based on acoustic emission pulse detection methods. This
enabled boiling to be detected against a background of impulsive noise
(mechanical rattling and cavitation of the throttling valve) which
frequently exceeded the boiling noise. Under these conditions simple
pulse counting or rms level monitoring were not effective.

FRG described the design of a 127 pin bundle (blocked) with 18
electrically heated pins (90 Kw) that will be used as a noise source to
enable acoustic transmission measurements in KNK II. The satisfactory
out-of-pile performance is described together with the acoustic
instrumentation of KNK II that will be used for the final tests.

A GDR paper described boiling experiments in BOR-60. Acoustic signals
were detected with directly immersed LiNbO3 transducers and also with
waveguides. An advantage of cross spectral measurements of acoustic with
neutronic noise signals is shown together with viability of pulse counting
techniques. A system which analyses the differences in signals from
different sensor locations is proposed to provide a crude location
technique. Up to now only a theoretical assessment on a two-dimensional
rig has been made.

A UK national contribution (I. D. Macleod) outlined PFR commissioning
tests in which an electrical refluxing vapour generator was used as a
noise source. This was detected by monitoring the rms level in fixed
window, for example, at 13.5 KHz. Poor signal/noise was obtained at many
other frequencies.

The salient points from the ensuing discussion were:-

- the simulation of reactor noise behaviour will require
three-dimensional modelling to include spacially dependant
factors such as void coefficient and acoustic transmission.
It may be that adequate models can be developed from empirical
results



the use of a narrow time window to obtain signal enhancement in
an acoustic emission pulse detection method could make coverage
of the whole core difficult

the sophistication of the KNK II boiler design was regarded as a
considerable achievement for an in-pile experiment. Its
successful use could considerably aid future in-pile validation
experiments

as for Session I, a special stress has been put on gas content
monitoring during reactor experiments.

SUMMARY OF SESSION ON FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

The meeting discussed the.general specification of surveillance :

systems to prevent core damage. Acoustic systems.would not infallibly
detect all the early stages of local fault progression.and other
techniques such as delayed neutron monitoring and outlet coolant
temperature monitoring had advantages. A balance had to be struck by the
designer between the conflicting requirements of mechanical access,
instrument reliability and fault detection. Global techniques were
cheaper and easier to install but needed more validation in reactor than
local techniques. In the UK acoustics were seen as part of the safety
protection but, at present, a trip would be based on large events, on the
signal arising from the ejection of sodium vapour and on the impulsive
signal arising from fuel-coolant interactions. In France acoustics were
seen as part of the diagnostic system and local boiling could be detected
by sophisticated analysis. More dangerous events, such as bulk boiling,
could be detected in most sub-assemblies by acoustics and by neutronics.
Cross correlation techniques could give-added confidence in signal
validation. Experience was being gained through the development of the
diagnostic system ANABEL and through the reactor experiments NABO and the
cavitating source measurements in PHENIX, and. further experiments were
under consideration. In FRG and Japan the role of acoustics as a
diagnostic tool was being evaluated.. In Japan a. flow monitor for ••:•
individual sub-assemblies had been developed but there had been no
decision on its inclusion in MONJU. ........

The meeting reviewed the general application of acoustic surveillance
techniques for fast reactors. Protection against core damage was
recognised as an important topic, but some countries were now paying an
increasing attention to the monitoring of sodium/water leaks by
acoustics. There was also interest in.developing loose parts monitoring
for LMFBRs, and although advantage could be taken of PWR experience, there
were important differences of detail.

The meeting then examined each component of a future programme.

1. Out-of-pile tests have proved a valuable source of information on
the signal strength from boiling. Further work is desirable to
investigate porous blockages, non-planar blockages particularly
in wire wrapped assemblies, and to provide further data for code
development. These experiments should include transient tests to
define the shortest timescale available for detection.. The scale
of the future programme required discussion with the developers
of the theoretical codes.

2. The usefulness of large models to improve the general
understanding of acoustic propagation was agreed. Nevertheless
tests would be required in reactors to determine the acoustic
losses which are dependent on details of the design and
construction. Gas content has an important effect on
transmission characteristics and further work is required to
define the concentration and bubble size spectrum which can be
tolerated.



3. Data are required to determine the stationarity and statistical
parameters of the backgound noise and their time dependance in
operating reactors. An improved understanding of the effect of
reactor variables is desirable.

4. Valuable progress has been made on immersible transducers which
are generally to be preferred to waveguides. Further work is
required to qualify immersible transducers for reactor
measurements. The magnetostrictive transducer is worthy of wider
study.

5. The importance of the development of advanced signal processing
was generally agreed. The value of a comparative assessment of
analytical techniques was recognised and it was noted that a
study had been initiated as part of the preparations for the
Third Specialists' Meeting on Reactor Noise (SMORN 3). It was
agreed that it would be valuable to explore the possibility of a
benchmark test for the analysis of sodium boiling noise detection
data. The Japanese delegates were invited to prepare an initial
proposal for circulation by the IAEA for comments by members of
the IWGFR and participants of the meeting.

6. Reactor measurements are needed to define reactor acoustic
properties and to demonstrate the operation of acoustic detection
systems. The use of a cavitating source, as in Phenix; is
thought to be a valuable aid in providing the validation of the
acoustic performance of a surveillance monitor. Demonstration
experiments, using electrical boilers and possibly nuclear
boilers, were likely to be required in gaining a full acceptance
of acoustic trip systems, but such experiments required careful
specification and design. The forthcoming electrical boiler
experiment in KNK II is an excellent start.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

It was agreed that this Specialists' Meeting on "Sodium Boiling Noise
Detection" had proved valuable, particularly in contrasting national
approaches, and in highlighting topics on which further effort is
required. These are identified throughout the summary report and
particularly in Session V. The common features in acoustic technology
between boiling detection, leak detection and loose parts monitoring was
noted. The exchange of ideas and processing techniques among experts in
these fields should be encouraged and, as noted in Session V, the value of
a Benchmark Test is to be explored. It was recommended that a further
meeting should be considered in about 3-4 years' time, either on core
surveillance by noise analysis techniques or more generally on acoustic
surveillance for LMFBRs.



SUMMARY OF RECENT AAEC RESEARCH ON
NOISE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

T.J. LEDWIDGE
School of Engineering,
Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education,
Toowoomba, Queensland, Australia
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1. INTRODUCTION

The research establishment of the AAEC has, over the last decade, developed a compre-
hensive data analysis facility capable of dealing with random signals in the range
0 to 300 kHz.

All the conventional spectral and correlation functions can be estimated from either
analogue or digital signals.

This facility together with a wide range of available sensors have been used to
detect record.and analysis data derived from real and simulated nuclear plant.

Although the main emphasis of the work has been to develop an experimental capa-
bility and acquire basic skills in noise analysis techniques, some application has
been made to real life practical problems.

The following is a brief summary of work carried out at Lucas Heights during the
period 1977 to 1980. The comments are intentionally concise as reference to
detailed papers are given.

2. SIGNAL ANALYSIS HARDWARE

The AAEC uses two dedicated units; a Hewlett Packard correlator which calculates a
100 point correlogram, and a Spectral Dynamics real-time spectrum analyser which
calculates 500 points of an amplitude spectral density. Both these units are
interfaced to a PDP-11/10 minicomputer and through it to an IBM 360 computer in the
main computer complex.

This facility is fully described by Harris in reference (1).

3. DETECTION OF A FAULTY MECHANICAL PUMP IN THE HIFAR

The HIFAR is a DIDO type reactor with three identical (totally enclosed) mechanical
pumps and is currently monitored for mechanical vibration by using piezo-electric
accelerometer fixed permanently in strategic locations around the reactor.

10
This approach presents the most direct and conceptually simple application of noise
techniques to industrial plants. The approach relying implicitly on the measurement
of relative changes, either through time or between nominally identical parts of
the plant.

Brown, Harris and Wood (2) measured the differential spectra between the pairs of
pumps on HIFAR and concluded that pump 3 was significantly more "noisy" than the
other two, and probably faulty.

On being removed from service it was noted that one of the bearings had failed,
presumably causing the increase in noise level.

Further confidence was obtained by being able to explain the "peaks" in the spectra
as being generated by the inter-action between the 4 vanes and 5 ports.

4. BOILING CHANNEL FLOW STABILITY MEASUREMENTS

A five parellel channel Freon 113 rig was used to assess the use of the measure-
ments of fluctuations in inlet flow, temperature, channel power, pressure drop and
exit void fraction as a predictor of instability threshold power. The rig is
described in detail by Romberg (3) and the results of the experiments reported by
Romberg and Rees (4).

Capacitive and piezo-electric transducers were used to measure respectively the
static and dynamic differential pressures. The inlet temperature was measured with
copper-constantion thermocouples and the power input with a Hall effect wattmeter.
Two capacitive void gauges were installed near the heated channel exit to measure
void fraction and vapour transit times.

Romberg and Rees conclude that:

a. The inverse variance of the flow noise monitored at the channel inlet is a
linear function of the channel power prior to the onset of flow oscillations,
and gives a reliable prediction of instability threshold power (ITP).

b. Multivariate spectral analysis of the noise measurements near the ITP proved
that the flow-exit void and pressure drop relationships are the most predom-
inant in characterising system behaviour.

c. The flow-pressure drop relationship is the most sensitive indicator of the
channel stability.

5. THE DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN ACOUSTIC EMISSION SOURCES

Acoustic emission is the name given to the dynamic phenomena in which mechanical
energy is released by metallurgical source mechanisms as twin formation, dislocation
motion, crack propagation etc. The observed signals are short duration transients
exhibiting the characteristics of a complex decaying oscillation.

Woodward and Harris (5) used commercially available transducers to monitor signals
from reactor-grade zirconium. Zirconium was chosen as the material to be examined



in detail since it is known to deform by several discrete mechanisms which could be
examined and identified using an optical system.

Each burst of AE was characterised by a single parameter, the medium frequency (the
frequency which divides the spectrum into two equal areas). A plot of this para-
meter resulting in a tri-model distribution with one mode considerably larger than
the other two. This indicated a dominant source accompanied by two minor sources.
Direct observation of the surface of zirconium showed there was a predominant mech-
anism of twin initiation with lesser amounts of twin broadening and slip occurring.

7. USE OF THE ENVELOP OF A RANDOM SIGNAL 11

6. STANDARDISED MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

The AAEC has adopted a number of measurement and analysis techniques that are
applied routinely in laboratory or plant investigations. These techniques have
evolved with practical use over the last decade and are now generally accepted, by
experimentalists in the field as reliable.

Harris (6) describes available groups of programmes to provide for both the acquis-
ition of data and its subsequent analysis. The emphasis is' on digital analysis
techniques with filtering, averaging, threshold decision capability and envelop
detection being available.

Romberg (7) describes an algorithm for multivariate analysis Precautions with digi-
tised data.

Spectral estimates required for transfer function calculations are often computed
either by direct Fourier transformation of the digitised data using a discrete fast
Fourier transform algorithm DFFT (Cooley-Tukey method), or by Fourier transformation
of the respective correlation functions (Blackman-Tukey method).

The correlation function/Fourier transform method CF/FT is considerably slower than
the DFFT and apparently is less attractive for on-line system identification.
However, estimates of cross-spectral densities by DFFT can be severely biased by
inherent transport or residence time delays. This bias may be reduced by alignment
of the cross correlation function prior applying the Fourier transform.

Romberg and Harris (8) simulated a test system on a digital computer and demonstrated
that the DFFT is inferior to the CF/FT and recommend the following computational
procedure:

i estimate the system transport delay from the cross-correlation function,

ii align (and cosine taper) the input and output time series.

iii compute the smoothed spectral density estimates using the DFFT and an appro-
priate spectral window.

iv calculate the system transfer function and coherence function estimates.

The location of the position of a noise source is a commonly occurring problem and
is Usually attempted for random signals, by using some form of cross-correlation
analysis.

In many practical situations the use of the mechanical structure as a means of
transporting the noise signsls as elastic disturbances is common practice. Such
propagation is by its very nature dispersive and thus results in little useful
information being obtained from direct computation of the cross-correlation function.

Cybula, Harris and Ledwidge (9) showed that by operating with the envelop of the
random signal, meaningful results could be obtained.

Envelop detection is now often used as a pre-computational precaution in many experi-
mental situations in which it may not be clear that the propagation is taking place
in a dispersive media.
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THE CEA PROGRAM ON BOILING
NOISE DETECTION

G. LE GUILLOU, M. BRUNET, J.P. GIRARD, D. FLORY
CEA, Centre d'etudes nucleaires de Cadarache,
Departement des reacteurs a neutrons rapides,
Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France

I. INTRODUCTION

The research program on the application of noise analysis on boiling

detection in a fast subassembly began 10 years ago at the CEA, mainly

in the Nuclear Center of Cadarache.

Referring exclusively to the aspects of premature detection of the boiling

phenomenon it can be said of this program :

.:- that it is organized around the following three detection techniques :

, acoustic noise* analysis

. . neutron noise analysis

. temperature noise analysis

- that its development is in conjunction,with in-pile experiments

"PHENIX1 or "RAPSODIE1 as well as 'ex-pile' (boiling experiments through

electric heating).

- that the three detection techniques were developed independent of each

other, but that they were regrouped during the execution of the most

important experiments and with the "Super Phenix1 project.

The noise analysis system 'ANABEL' with which 'Super Phenix' will be equipped

shows the industrial interest in detection methods based on noises.

One of the results of the CEA program today is the possibility to evaluate

the potential capacity for boiling detection in the subassembly. But in

order to obtain the necessary funds from the commercial nuclear plant

operators it is mandatory to have successful demonstrations : this will be

the objective of the future program.

II. GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE CEA PROGRAM

I I.I - Ihe_distinct_develogment_of_the_three detection technigues

a) The reasons .

The three techniques having been developed by the CEA and which are based

on acoustic, neutron and temperature noise analysis have attained a

comparable results level.

However each technique has knowna specific development program. There

are three principal technical reasons for this :

1) Sensors and associated instrumentation

very different technology levels at the beginning

2) Knowledge on the transmission functions between the sensor '••• v-

and the centre of the trouble

very different knowledge levels at the beginning

3) Initiatory process of the trouble signal

each technique has a specific process

Si
Oi



b) Similarity in the acoustic and in the temperature noise development

In these two-areas the development was largely determined by the intro-

duction of specialised detectors (acoustic transducers or quick-acting

thermocouples)

Moreover* the theoretical references related to the detection of boiling

defect or to its transduction were purely hypothetical at the start

of the program.

In both cases, the development of a special technique was required as

well as the proof of its applicability on boiling detection - thus during

the first years- the program has combined the development of detection

techniques and of 'in-pile' and 'ex-pile experiments.

c) Neutron noise .

This technique was very favoured at the beginning :

- the sensors were operational (ordinary ionization chambers)

- the theoretical equipment was extensive (sensor model,

background noise, perfect knowledge of the transmission

characteristics involved ...)

In short, the only unknown factor at the beginning were the boiling

mechanism in a subassembly.

For the technique based on neutron noise an immediate start on the problem

of boiling detection was possible :

- definition of the analysis methods

- compilation of background noise references ('RAPSODIE'

and ' PHENIX")

- experimental identification of the boiling mechanisms.

II.2 - Ihe_CEA_erogram_is_mainly__exgerimental

This is a characteristic justified by the privileged position of the

CEA : the availability of the two fast reactors 'RAPSODIE' and "PHENIX1.

Three types of experiments have in particular contributed to the

progress in boiling detection by way of noise analysis.

a) Analysis of the normal signals obtained in 'RAPSODIE' and 'PHENIX'

- Tests and development of the detection systems (especially in acoustic

and temperature noise).

- evaluation of the on-line analysis methods of the signals (spectral

analysis...)

- identification of the parameters of the background noise in the

reactor.

b) Boiling experiments 'NABO I and II' in 'RAPSODIE'

'NABO' is a boiling subassembly and is V^heated. Its hydraulic

characteristics are very different from a real subassembly, 'NABO' in fact

can be compared with a 'boiler'.

The boiling mechanisms observed through NABO are not very representative

of real cases.

The objective with 'NABO1 was the evaluation of the detection capacity

of a certain way of boiling, in the reactor, through acoustic and

neutron methods.

Three series of experiments took place with this subassembly, in 1974

(peripheral subassembly) then in 1975, (central subassembly and peripheral

subassembly).

13



One can say that these experiments marked the turning point in favour

of the detection techniques based on noise :

x no other conventional measurement device was activated by boiling

a in all cases the detection was very clear with neutron noise and,

although to a lesser extent, with acoustic noise (because of

construction reasons the detection by temperature noise was

impossible).

c) Boiling experiments on experimental loop CFNa - GR 19

'CFNa' is an experimental loop which permits to study the exact thermal

working conditions in a fast subassembly of the 'Super Phenix1 type.

The pins are electrically heated, the most significant experiments have

been performed with a geometric configuration of 19 pins :

- boiling by reduction of the flow rate (three experiments : 1976,

1977 and 1980)

- boiling by internal blockage (one experiment in 1977)

With 'CFNa1 all stages of the cluster boiling mechanism could be observed in

a significant configuration and under significant thermohydraulic conditions.

These experiments have contributed to :

- identifying the cluster boiling mechanisms

- establishing detection models (especially for neutron noise)

- identifying the specific boiling signals (acoustic and neutron noise *)

or pre-boiling signals, (temperature noise).

* Regarding the neutron noise this can be observed starting from the similarity

between pressure and flow rate noises.

II.3 - Signal_treatm§nt methods

a) Methods used in laboratory

In laboratory, signal treatment systems were used.

Those systems are mainly specialized in the spectral analysis :

APSD, CPSD, coherence, etc..

The results obtained in this way on boiling signals are :

- excellent as regards the neutron noise

- bad with respect to the complicated implementation of spectral

methods and in regard to acoustics and temperature noises.

It is assumed nowadays that for these three techniques (acoustic,

neutron and temperature) the pattern recognition associated with the

simple techniques of time analysis (filtering and moments) will give

excellent results for detection ; but this is still under development.

b) On-line methods used in the reactor

The CEA have developed suitable equipment for continuous on-line observa-

tion. For the three techniques this consists of an analog equipment which

combines frequency filters and calculation circuits of efficient value.

These principles have been retained for the ANABEL (SPX 1) project with,

in any case, the possibility of computer control.

Our real knowledge permits to define the pass band of the filter which

suits to the boiling and the technique involved (acoustic, etc..)

c) The principle of the noise analysis system 'ANABEL'

We remind only the aspects concerning the boiling detection.

14



- Sgecific_detection devices

X Acoustic : 6'waveguide + accelerometer'channels which will eventually be

replaced by sensors immersed in Niobate of Lithium.

* Neutron noise : 2 channels (ionization chambers under the vessel)

* Temperature noise : 221 subassemblies monitored by quick-acting

thermocouples Na Inox.

- A hybrid_system for treatment_and_detection_

» Conditioning and analog detection

* Analysing or registration initiated by computer

* Computer control

' A_software_for_the_comj)uter

* Normal supervision procedure (threshold management, spectral analysis

control, periodical recording control).

X Possibility to apply experimental methods (without changing the normal

procedure).

Ill - STATEMENT AND PRINCIPAL RESULTS

III.I - Ihe_technigue_of_acoustic_detection

a) Acoustic transducers

The CEA have developed and produced high-temperature transducers which

can be immersed in sodium.

Reference : Conf. Richland - Washington (1980) :

'Immersed Acoustic Transducers and Their Potential Uses

in LMFBR1.

by J.P. Argous, M. Brunet, J. Baron.

b) Evolution in the ideas

At the beginning (1970 through 1978) the guiding principles were

inspired by the following scheme :

- to characterize the loop boiling signal

- to study the background noise in the reactor.

Then it was realized that the results obtained in the loop could not

be transposed to a reactor : the transmission function of

the sensors differed from one case to another.

It follows therefrom that came the recent idea of the necessity to make

demonstration experiments:

- NABO 'RAPSOOIE'

- cavitation subassembly ('PHENIX1, see figure 1)

Nowadays it is intended to utilize systematically the acoustic spreading

of the cavitation to obtain signals to be controlled in the reactor.

c) Evolution in the methods of treatment

At the beginning of the program :

- power of the noise associated with the pass-band filtering

- spectral analysis.

Nowadays

- Counting the random emissions

IS



- Supervision of the frequency bands which are in particular

-: associated with the pattern recognition (see figure 2)

III.2 - Detection.technique through the temperature noise analysis

a) The most promising detection.technique

The CEA after a comparative study of the different boiling detection

. techniquestiiaye decided, to encourage the program whose purpose is the analy-

sis of temperature noises at the subassembly outlet.

This, choice, in force since 1978, was made for following grounds :

" 1)- It: permits a premature detection, before boiling

2) It is the-. only one to detect the most likely anomaly,

- .i;e.-the small-blockage without boiling-

, ;3r) It permits, to identify the subassembly involved

4) It makes it possible -in principle-, to locate the defect inside

the subassembly and to estimate its extent

5) Also in principle, it constitutes a follow-up means for the evolution

of the deformations of the bundle during its life.

All these potentialities substantiate the great effort made by the

CEA for about 5 years in order to develop these techniques.

b') Development of special equipment

ATI the advantages noted in favour of 'temperature noise1 hold only

true under the following indispensable condition:

that the sensor has a fast reaction time, (less than 10 milli-seconds).

The CEA which develops and above all experiments the 'steel/sodium' thermocouple

for about 10 years has gained a good experience in regard to the in-pile

operation of this sensor.

It is difficult to select the right reference thermocouple:

But the drawbacks related to this:problem are appearing at the'Very low

frequencies, beneath those of the boiling phenomenon.

It is shown by figures 3 and 4 that 'chrbmel/alumel' and steel/sodium

thermocouples give the same results in their common frequency ranges.

This fact proves the reliability of the steel/sodium technique.

Reference : Conf. Richland - Washington (1980)

'Temperature Measurements at the LMFBR Core' by J. Argous.

c) Development of.the models and their effectiveness

It concerns here binding the measured characteristics of the Signal ' •

to what occurs higher up in the bundle.

A 'Monte-Carlo' model was developed for calculating temperature fluctuations

as per the D.FIRTH's (UKAEA) model. • : '

The principles of this model are as follows :

- reversible way of liquid particles in a turbulent flow 7TC.

- constant axial speed of the particles

- lateral speed with constant module and

random phase

16
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The theoretical results obtained through this model demonstrate that

one can relate the measured characteristics of the signal to what

happens higher iip. in the bundle. With our present knowledge it is assumed

that we can-relate the level of fluctuations (<s) associated with the

dissymmetry factor (S) to the extent and the radial location of a

blockage in the bundle.

This model has been proven to be correct during experiments in water.

- ANOMAT CEA Cadarache

- KFK Karlsruhe

- CEGB Berkeley (see the following reference)

Reference : 'Temperature fluctuations : an assessment of their use

.in the detection of fast reactor coolant blockages'

by C.P. Greef in : Nuclear Engineering and design 52 (1979) 35-55

figure 5-shows the excellent correlation calculation experiment obtained with

this last experiment. '•.

This ijiodel is in progress of proving itself on sodium experiments :
:- CFNA CEA Cadarache

'.-.ISIS. Ispra

:- ECN;; • Petten

:- KFK Karlsruhe

;•- RAPSODIE 'Tetacouple1 experiment (CEA Cadarache )

Latter experiment 'Tetacouple' has as objective to follow the bundle deformations

|during its life.

III.3 - DETECTION TECHNIQUE BY NEUTRON NOISE ANALYSIS 17

a) Detection model

The physical analysis of the NABO ('Rapsodie') and above all the CFNA experi-

ment has permitted the identification of the boiling mechanism in a sodium-

cooled subassembly.

Consequently it has been possible to relate this mechanism to a detection

model.

Reference : 'Chugging phenomena during sodium boiling. Application to \

flux and pressure noise analysis for bundle experiments'

by J.M. Seiler

9th LMBWG Meeting - Rome (June 1980)

It was demonstrated that the main feature of the boiling mechanism was

the appearance of a bubble whose volume oscillates around a frequency

of some hertz.

The neutron detection model combines all the parameters and has as objective

the evaluation of the detection threshold, (this threshold is expressed in

units of reactivity).

For large reactors the problem is double :

- the vacuum sodium coefficient is small

- the neutron flux on the ionization chambers is not adequate

The following table gives the estimates for 'Super Phenix I' antf for the sensitivity

of detection which can be obtained (depending on the flux and the analyzing

method of the signals)
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Figure 6 shows the results obtained with NABO and CFNa : note the appearance

of a frequency peak characteristical for boiling.

b) Methods of analysis

At the beginning of the program (before 1978) the spectral analysis

method was essentially used : .

APSD or CPSD related to amplitude thresholds

Nowadays it is believed that the future is for the "time analysis'

(filtering and amplitude) in conjunction with the pattern recognition.

More and more it is tried to coordinate the neutron and acoustic

detection techniques. Our program is based on this principle.

c) Necessity of a demonstration experiment

Only this type of experiment can bring, as in acoustic, a certain

progress and mainly the confirmation of the effectiveness of this

technique.

IV. CONCLUSION

It appears that the main effort has been experimental.

The three techniques developed by the CEA (acoustic, neutron and temperature

noise) are complementary.

Nevertheless it seems that :

- the most likely anomaly (blockage of some sub-channels) can only be detected

by temperature noise, which presents at the same time potentialities for loca-

ting and estimating the extent of the anomaly and the follow-up of the

deformations of the bundle during its life.

- a certain number of gaps persist in the demonstration of the effectiveness

of all the detection means envisaged, specially where those means are applied

to the reactor. A demonstration experiment is then mandatory.

- as far as the acoustic noise is concerned, the main problems stem from

reactor experiments : whether from background noise or from weakening

of the signal.

- as far as the neutron noise is concerned, the most important problems are re-

lated to the weakness of the reactivity coefficients (sodium vacuum) and

about the flux on the ionization chambers (we hope to improve this factor).
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- the technique on temperature noise has yet to bring the proof of the

qualities which are attributed to it. An important effort is in progress

to design and to qualify this model.

Finally from the point of view of the signal analysis methods'an integration

is sought, through the application of the pattern-recognition, of the

three techniques, (acoustic, neutron and temperature).

However, from a strict point of view of boiling defects, we can say that the

noise analysis techniques (acoustic, neutron and temperature) seem to be the

best promising ones. But it is very necessary to continue this development in

order to show'more precisely the efficiency of theses techniques on reactors.

0.0050

0.0030 _

0.0010

PHENIX - EXPERIMENT "SIFFLEUR"

Detection of the cavitation through pattern recognition following
the twp principal composants

1 element wrong classified

FIG. 1.
October 1980 (338)
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FIG. 2. October 1980 (336)
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REVIEW OF GERMAN ACTIVITIES IN THE
FIELD OF ACOUSTIC BOILING DETECTION

J. ABERLE,* W. GLAUNER? K. FORSTER**
J. PODGORSKI**, H. ROHRBACHERt K. SCHLEISIEK"
* Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,

Karlsruhe
** Internationale Atomreaktorbau GmbH,

Bergisch Gladbach, Federal Republic of Germany

1. Introduction

The potential and the feasibility of acoustic boiling detection

systems in LMFBR's are mainly determined by the four following

items:

- The availability of radiation and temperature resistant acoustic

transducers;

- Kind and intensity of the noise source;

- The acoustic transfer behaviour of the core structure and the

coolant; '

- The acoustic background noise.

Although these four elements are more or less present in any prac-

tical case, this differentiation is useful for several reasons:

it helps to analyse the -problem, to define appropiate theoretical

and experimental investigations, and finally to synthesize the

single results to an overall judgement.

This paper reviews the German (KfK and Interatom) activities in

those four areas.

2. Review of Activities

The past and current R&D work at Interatom and KfK is compiled

in Table 1.

2.1 Sensor Development 26

Sodium immersed temperature and radiation resistant sensors have

been developed at Interatom (IA) and KfK: a magnetostrictive type

at IA, and piezo-system with LiNbO^ at IA and KfK. The main ob-

jective of the development at IA is to provide transducers for

long-term use in Teactors (see special contribution to this

meeting /~1_7) whereas KfK sensors are mainly used for short-term

application in in-pile and out-of-pile experiments. The development

includes irradiation tests in the BR2 reactor at Mol and calibration

methods to "determine the frequency-dependent sensitivity. A parti-

cularity of the KfK sensors is the use of a sandwich-technique with

three LiNbO, crystals to increase the sensitivity. Some sensors

with different housing design are shown in Fig. 1.

IA and KfK sensors have been applied so far in several out-of-pile

and in pile experiments: KN'K II, Mol 7C, CABRI, KfK boiling

experiments.

2.2 Boiling Noise Measurement

Sodium boiling is a key event in the sequence of events of local

faults in LMFBR. The thermo- and hydrodynamic processes during sodium

boiling have been investigated in extensive experimental programs

at KfK and IA. This offered the possibility to performe parallel- ;

acoustic measurements in the following experiments (s. Table 1): I

- KfK: KNS I + II (local boiling) X

- IA: 3-pin bundle (bulk boiling) o

- KfK: NSK 7-pin bundle experiments (bulk boiling, loss of flow), oi

Furthermore acoustic measurements were performed in the in pile j ^ I

local blockage experiment Mol 7C. \

The results of these measurements can be summarized as follows i

(see special contribution to this meeting /"2 '/)'•

- Sodium boiling causes a wide band increase of the noise level up

to frequencies of at least 100 kHz.



-"Intensity and duration of acoustic emission depend on the

particular cooling disturbance.

- Flow noise can reduce significantly the signal to background

ratio.

- Free gas in the coolant reduces the noise source intensity and

the acoustic transmission.

Further measurements are planned in KNS III - a 37 pin bundle

for bulk boiling experiments.

2.3 Acoustic Background Measurement

The acoustic background has been measured at KNK which is a sodium

cooled experimental reactor of 20 MWg. In the first operation

period (KNK I, thermal core) wave guides were mounted to the

sodium outlet plenum, the tank, and the pumps (Fig. 2). The sodium

pumps were identified as the main source of structure-borne noise.

The noise intensity increases significantly with the pump speed.

Typical time signals and the power spectral densities obtained by

the different sensors at 92 I reactor power are shown in Fig. 3.

In 1980 the background measurement at KNK (KNK II, fast coTe) have

been restarted, now using KfK and IA immersed sensors mounted to

instrumented plugs which are positioned above or within reflector

element positions (Fig. 4). Preliminary results at different primary

sodium flow rates V are shown in Fig. 5 for a IA magnetostrictive

sensor, and in Fig. 6 for a KfK piezo-sensor. It is worth to mention

that the measured acoustic pressure is in the order of 100 ybar.

2.4 Acoustic Transfer Function

It is hardly possible to describe theoretically the complex

acoustic transmission between the noise source in the core and

potential sensor positions in the core-outlet plenum. Reliable

informations can only be obtained from model experiments or - better

from inpile measurements.

In some of the KfK experiments, parts of the core structure were

simulated to get preliminar informations on the acoustic transfer

behaviour. During the out of pile tests of the KNK-boiler, the *•

test bundle was surrounded by one row of fuel assembly simulators.

Some results are included in a special paperof this meeting /~3 ].

In another experiment, noise was generated by steam injection into

subcooled water flowing through the central-pin bundle of a mock-

up consisting of 19 fuel assembly simulators (Fig. 7). Acoustic

sensors were mounted close to the steam injection as well as at

different positions arround the mock-up. A typical result ob-

tained at a water velocity of 2,5 m/s is shown in Fig. 8: The

acoustic losses over a distance of about 1,5 m including two

rows of fuel assemblies amount to about 10 db.

3. Conclusions and Recommendations,

a) The kind of cooling disturbance and the related boiling mode

and duration is of considerable importance for acoustic boiling

detection. Consequently a close collaboration between safety

analysis and acoustics in necessary.

b) The development of immersed sensors has reached a stage that

the application in LMFBR could be envisaged.

c) Representative experiments on acoustic signal transmission

in large-scale core models are desirable.

d) The superposition of out-of-pile and in pile results related

to the intensity of boiling noise, the transfer function, and

background noise demonstrates that in many cases acoustic

detection of boiling is possible.. Difficulties may araise at

low source intensity, high coolant velocity and high gas content.

e) The planned KNK II experiments with an electrically heated

boiler / 3_7 will be an important step to demonstrate the

feasibility of acoustic boiling detection.
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Fig. 1 :

Piezo Sensors (LiNbO3) with Different Housing Designs

TASK

SENSOR DEVELOPMENT

BOILING NOISE
MEASUREMENT

BACKGROUND
MEASUREMENTS

ACOUSTIC TRANS-
MISSION

DEMONSTRATION
EXPERIMENT KNK II

R&D WORK

MAGNETOSTRICTIVE TYPE (IA)
PIEZO TYPE L1NBO3 (IA)

PIEZO TYPE LINBO3 (KFK)

CALIBRATION METHODS
IRRADIATION TESTS BR2

OUT OF PILE EXPERIMENTS
- KFK: KNS/NSK (LOCAL
BOILING/ BULK BOILING)

- IA (BULK BOILING)
IN PILE EXPERIMENTS:
MOL 7C
KNK I (WAVE GUIDES)
KNK II (IMMERSED SENSORS,

KFK AND IA)
KNK II BOILER (OUT OF PILE
PRE-TESTS)
WATER TESTS (3 ROWS OF SA,

WATER FLOW, STEAM CONDEN-

SATION)

ELECTRICAL BOILER
(18 HEATERS):
- OUT OF PILE PRE-TESTS

- IN PILE TESTS

REMARKS «jj

APPLICATION IN KNK II
SPECIAL PAPER /"1_7

APPLICATION IN CABRI
MOL 7C, KNK II,
BOILING EXP,

SPECIAL PAPER /~2_7

SPECIAL PAPER Z~3_7

COMPLETED/ SPECIAL
PAPER Z"3_7
PLANNED FOR 82/83

TABLE 1: COMPILATION OF GERMAN ACTIVITIES
ON ACOUSTIC BOILING DETECTION
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Sensor QPID1
QP2D

QP1D1

QP2D1

Sicherheitsbehdlter

Fahrbahnebene

Experimentierstopfen YEA
mit Koppelstange
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K01016

Tank

Piezo-Mikrofon QS1D1
QS2D)

•QS1D1
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—c
Sensor QSlDi

QS2D1

Fig. 2: Acoustic Instrumentation KNKI
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SODIUM BOILING NOISE TOPICS IN THE
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

D. ZIEGENBEIN
Central Institute for Nuclear Research,

of the Academy of Sciences of the G D R ,
Dresden, German Democratic Republic

In the -German Democratic Republic, the electric power gen-

erated at present in nuclear power plant a air. bun-is to 1830 ?.'¥/.

This is: about 1-2 pe^ cent of the total production of electricity.

•In.; this, corinec-tioh it'."should be, mentioned that the GDR belongs

to the purchaser countries. The power plants. In operation ~

mainly -plants with PWRs 'of the WKER-440 type - have been im-

ported from the Soviet -Union';-'Therefore the research-and deval-

•opment programme, of: the GDR in the field of nuclear energy is

directed' only to selected topics. For instance, in the Csntral-

Institute..for Nuclear. Research of the Academy of Sciences a

number of tasks relating to"-'proceo-s- diagnosis have been solved

as a contribution to the 3afe and economical operation of our

nuclear .power plants / 1 /,• As a result of these investigations

noise diagnosis systems, have been developed for fchs primary loops

of- the 440 MV» units. Signals of about 120 detectors" can be ana-

lysed in this equipment for plant surveillance and for an early

detection of malfunctions / 2 /.

In correspondence with the general aim mentioned before there

are-, some topics in the research on Past Breeder Reactors di-

rected to selected contributions in the field of process diagno-

sis, too / 3./.- Their solution shall support a fast industrial

application of this reactor type. In some cases this research

.-work i& performed in cooperation with institutes in the Soviet

Union and is partly regulated by contracts.

In. addition to calculations for reactor core design, primarily

in connection with operational safety of largo .IsJiPBRe, noise

analysis technique has been applied to acoustic signals for leak

detection in sodium heated steam generators / 4 / as we.ll as for

boiling detection in the reactor core / 5 /.. It seems to be

promising to investigate whether the same signal analysis

methods can be applied to leak and boiling detection, respect-

ively. If this would be.possible, on could take a standard

monitor into consideration for the surveillance of both plant

components - a procedure favoured by. economical reasons, too.

Our recent investigations have shown that the beginning of

the sodium-water reaction as well as the inception of sodium ><

boiling is characterized by changes in the statistic signal o

parameters. Deviations from the normal state can be recognized o

by measuring actual values of such statistic characteristics

of acoustic and/or neutron flux signals.

Caused by the fact that in the last years the interest in

fast boiling detection became moderate we have,concentrated out-

activities mainly on surveillance methods for sodium heated

steam generators. In this case a system is in preparation using

acoustic as well as chemical methods, taking into account the

requirement of diversity for a surveillance system*

Nevertheless it is our opinion that also boiling surveillance

of the core is of basic importance because of the fact that

local positive reactivity can be the consequence of the sodium

void effect.

Sodium boiling experiments were carried out oh the BOR-60

reactor together with our colleagues from; the Research Institute

of Atomic Reactors in Dimitrovgrad even some years ago. These

investigations have ohown that valuable information can be ob- -.••.



tained from the signal characteristics in the frequency range

as well as in the time domain. In a contribution to thia con-

ference we would like to present some conclusions drawn in the-

meantime from these boiling experimenta using different methods

of signal analysis.
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STATUS OF SODIUM BOILING NOISE
DETECTION PROGRAMME AT REACTOR
RESEARCH CENTRE, INDIA

R. PRABHAKAR, G. ELUMALAI
Reactor Engineering Laboratory,
Reactor Research Centre,
Chingleput, Tamil Nadu, India

Acoustic detection of soclium Soiling is a promising
technique to monitor sub&sserr.bly fault in a fast reactor.
This paper summarises our programme for developing this
detection systes and describes the design of a high
temperature transducer for boiling detection. It is
appreciated that the background noise from primary pumps
can interfere with this detection. Noise measurements
v/ere therefore carried out during water testing of. the
primary pump of the last Breeder Test Reactor* Some
preliminary results of these measurements are presented.

1 . INTRODUCTION

8:
O i

CO

India's nuclear energy programme for power generation
envisages design, construction and operation of fast breeder
reactors as part of i ts long term objective to utilise the
vast Thorium reserves available in India. With the presently
available knowledge in. 1MIBR technology in countries pursuing
this programme, the necessity for detecting blockage and
incipient local boiling in a single subassembly is well
understood. Among the various potential techniques, acoustic
detection system is a promising one and has the advantage
that it is a global measurement system.



This paper outlines our programme for the development of
boiling noise detention system and describes the experiments
carried out so far- At our Centre, we have also initiated
studies on other methods for subassembly fault detection by
temperature noise analysis and by neutron-noise analysis. All
these different techniques would supplement each other and
hence enhance the confidence level in detecting a subassembly
fault.

2. PROGRAMME FOR DEVELOPMENT OF BOILING NOISE DETECTION SYSTEM

The s ta te of a r t of t h i s de tec t ion system can be considered
to be s t i l l in i t s infancy even in countr ies where development
e f fo r t s have been s t a r t e d long back; i t i s seen from l i t e r a t u r e
tha t none of the operat ing LKIBRs today (both t e s t and power)
have used acoustic de tec t ion system for reactor con t ro l . There
are s t i l l many a reas of uncertainty requi r ing further development.

Our programme i s basical ly di rected tov/ards understanding of
bo i l ing mechanism and signal c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , understanding of
background noise c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , construct ion of sui table
transducers and optimising signal processing and analysis
techniques to develop a viable de tec t ion system. The f a c i l i t i e s
ava i l ab le . a t our Sodium Technology Laboratory and those avai lable
l a t e r in F3TR w i l l be used. An out l ine of the a c t i v i t i e s i s
given in t h i s s ec t ion . • Detai ls of experiments carried out are
given in the subsequent sec t ions .

2.1) Transducer development

Among the tv/o types of t ransducers , v i z . sodium imtnersible
transducers and non-immersible t ransducers with wave guides,
the former has been preferred by us for i n i t i a l development.
This type has the advantage of b e t t e r s ignal response and i s
not affected by signal t ransfe r charac te r i s t i c s -o f the wave
guide. Development of p iezoe lec t r i c transducer with Lithium
Niobate. as the sensi t ive element i s already in i t ia ted . .

AC

2,2) Background noise measurements '

For successful detection of boiling, if is necessary to
distinguish this signal from tbe everpresent background noise
and hence a knowledge of the latter is essential. Pump noise
and subassembly flow noise .are two sources of background noise
in LJtlFBRs. Noise measurements are being carried out during
testing of IBTR pumps and similar measurements will be carried
out during testing of subassemblies in water.

2.3) Boiling experiments in water and sodium

These experiments are necessary to characterise boiling noise
and are likely to be carried out in iy82-83. For water
experiments transducers are available from commercial sources
while for sodium experiments, the development of Lithium
Kiobate transducers is being pursued,

2.4) Experiments in I'BTR

FBTR being a test reactor, has provisions for carrying out

in-core experiments.- There are two locations available in

breeder zone and one location available in the fissile zone

coinciding with reactor core axis in which instrumented

subassemblies can be located. The rotating plugs provide

the necessary access to these experimental locations for

routing signal leads etc. Tor background acoustic noise

measurements, it is possible to position a transducer

through this access» It is proposed to obtain background

noise recordings for various operating conditions and tnis

will form part of reactor commissioning experiments*

2.5) Development of electronic hardware

In addition to design and assembly of signal conditioning

equipments like amplifiers, power supply units etc. development

of signal analysis equipments like frequency analysers and

correlators also has been taken up at our centre. A Fast



Iburier Transform analyser (FIT) has been already bu i l t and
is a t present being used for analysis of pump noise .

3 . PUKP HOIS3 MZASUREMara

F3TR primary.and secondary sodium pumps are now being
tested in water to verify t h e i r hydraulic cha rac te r i s t i c s and
meuhanica.1 endurance* The t e s t programme also includes
measurement of acoustic noise and vibra t ion and necessary

. transducers are ins ta l led for t h i s purpose. A primary pump
of 650 M^/hycapacity at 57Mhead was tested in the f i r s t
quarter of 1981.

Fig.1 shows the layout of the primary pump tes t loop
including the location of the various t ransducers . Potable
water i s used as the t e s t fluid, and the loop $emperature i s
Controlled by feed and bleed system. The loop in i t s present
s t a t e does not have provisions for varying the pump suction
pressure appreciably or for control l ing (or monitoring) the
quanti ty of a i r entrained in water.

: Fig.2 shows the signal conditioning and analysis
hardware used. The measurement bandwidth was res t r ic ted to
iOOKHz'at 30 ips tape recording speed.

The pump i s driven by a d . c . motor which gets supply
from a V.'ard-Leoriard set consist ing of an induction motor and
a d . c . generator and a l l these e l e c t r i c a l machinery contr i -
bute to acoustic noise during pump t e s t i n g . The hydraulic
noise sources outside the pump are mainly the flow noise in
the pipe l ine and valve noise from a 200mm globe valve used
for flow control in the main loop.

.-.•••: The various measurements carr ied out ; included recording
of s ignals from various transducers for the following
operating condit ions:

a) Only Vrard-Leonard set running
b) V/ard-Leonard set and D.C. motor running (pump uncoupled)
<r) Pump running at speeds of 1450, 1330, 1000 and 750 RPM, at

different flows below and above maximum efficiency point
at each speed.

d) Pump running with different levels of submergence to vary
suction pressure (by 1 metre) at 1300 RPM and 65OM5/hr flow.

Table-1 gives the overall signal level from various
transducers for pump operation at nominal point. The overall
signal levels from hydrophone (about 80 dB.) and from pressure
transducers (94&B) compare reasonably well with the empericslly
predicted fluid borne noise levels between 80 and 100 dS at
pump outlet. The higher acceleration levels measured near the
control valve is likely to be due to cavitation in the valve.-
Init ial frequency analysis of the hydrophone signals revealed
wide band.signal with an amplitude of 25 microbars Pk, in the
frequency band above 10KHz and in our opinion this signal
magnitude is unlikely to interfere with boiling detection.
However analysis of more data traces is necessary before
conclusive reference spectra'can be obtained, after accounting
for electronic noise and other background noise. Work is in
progress.

4 . TESTING OF A TRIAL TRANSDUCER ASSEMBLY

Fig.3 shows a t r i a l transducer assembled here. In the
present design good mechanical bonding i s necessary between the
crystal and diaphragm and t h i s i s ensured by machining the
diaphragm to close tolerances in surface finish and f latness. .
The crys ta l i s loaded onto the diaphragm by tightening the
load screw. Since Lithium Niobate discs were not avai lable
in i t i a l l y the assembly was made with 10mm dia , 1mm th ick Lead
Zirconate Titanate disc and t e s t s were made in water at room
temperature. The sens i t i v i ty of t h i s transducer was determined
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by comparing i t against a commercial hydrophone and was found
—2t o be about 2x10 Pico coulomb/microbar. The ca l ib ra t ion s igna l

was obtained by passing current through a nichrome wire immersed
in a water tank and i n i t i a t i n g boi l ing on i t s surface. Transducer
t e s t s hfive'. c. been planned with Lithium Kiobate in fu ture .

5 . COKCLUDIKG REMARKS

An attempt has been made in t h i s paper to summarise our
e f fo r t s in developing, b o i l i n g noise de tec t ion system for use in
LMFBRs. Our immediate e f f o r t s will" be d i rec ted towards completion
of t ransducer const ruct ion and i t s t e s t i n g in sodium loop t o
ensure a v a i l a b i l i t y of t ransducers for background noise measure-
ments in FBIR.

OVERALL SIGNALS FROM DIFFERENT TRANSDUCERS

S.No. . ' Transducer

1. Hydrophone 8101

2. Hydrophone 8103

3. Discharge pressure transducer

4. Suction pressure transducer

5. Accelerometer on pump shell

6. Accelerometer at discharge

7. Accelerometer at suction

8. Accelerometer on the valve

9. Microphone

Signal level

16 millibar P-P
20 millibar P-P
2PSIP-P
2PSI P-P
2.4g P-P
2g P-P
2.2g. P-P
8g P-P
93 dB C
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SODIUM BOILING NOISE DETECTION
REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
ACTIVITIES AT CNEN, ITALY

G. DENTICO, N. PACILIO, M. PEZZILLI,
S.TAQLIENTI,V,TpSI
Comitato Nazionale per TEnergia Nucleare (CNEN),
CSNCaisacia, ;
Rome, Italy

0ut-6f-pile experimental activity review

Out-of-pile experiments on reactor core safety, performed

in CSN Casaccia at the Research and Development Division of Fast

Reactor Department, are presented here. Scope, interconnections

and results of various research lines are briefly outlined:

thermohydraulics in wire wrapped bundles in nominal and non

nominal operating conditions; single pin and bundle sodium boil-

ing studies; technology developments to improve fuel rod elec-

trical simulators and instrumentation performances in out-of

pile tests.

Research aims are':

to determine experimentally, under operating conditions

as near as possible to the reactor ones, the dynamic be-

haviour of coolant and fuel rods, principally in order

to evaluate fuel rod faiture thresholds and possibilities

of propagation;

analysis of thermal and acoustic r.oise, in order to develop

early warning techniques;

, to develop and ..validate; experimentally thermohydraulic

codes for safety analysis.

Studies and experiments are performed in the framework of

FBR Italian Program and in the context of the CNEN-CEA coopera

tion. on LMFBR's. . . ....

Thermohydraulics in nominal and non-nominal bundle 'geo-

metry. ' : ' : J I : . : . . '

Four sets of experiments were performed in the ENA 1 and

ENA 2 sodium loops at CSN Casaccia with different seven-pin

bundles; the first'and the third ones with an arrangement pf

seven heated pins in nominal configuration (as reference situa

tion); the second one with one dummy pin, enlarged 20%, in dia-

meter, placed in a corner position; the fourth one with two

heated deformed pins, enlarged 10% in, diameter, close together

in peripheral position.

The design of deformed pins was particularly choisen to

simulate swelling deformation expected in wire-wrapped pins..

A large number of tests were performed changing the power

configuration (each pin can be heated -independently) and re-

sults have been obtained on different topics:

- measurements of temperature peripheral distribution on

the cladding; ' -

- measurements of temperature differences on the box walls

to be related to helical wire recirculation effects and

to the swelling;

analysis and evaluation of thermal and hydraulic para-

meters to validate mixing models in nominal and defor-
. . . . . . . . . Q

med situations; ^

thermal noise depending on power configuration and tern- —»•

perature profile at bundle outlet. ^
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Boiling experiments under forced convection.

Experiments have been done with single rod and seven-pin

test sections, on the ENA 2 sodium locp, aimed to the under-

standing of the single phase transient, the inception of boiling

and the successive evolution and propagation of boiling pro-

cess.

Effects on superheat of different parameters (velocity,

heat flux, pressure) have been diffusely studied, for the

knowledge of the boiling initial conditions during the tran-

sient.

Evidence of different steady boiling regimes, which are

reached after the transient, has been obtained, confirming

the possibility of characterizing each boiling 'regime by acou

stical noise characteristics to improve early warning techni-

ques.

Out-of-pile sodium boiling activity is in progress, aimed

to:

simulation of PEC reactor LOF and TOP transients, in con

nection with development and validation of boiling co-

des for reactor safety analysis;

improvements of boiling detection techniques, utilizing

in sodium piezoelectric microphones developed at CEA-CENG

and mounted in the ENA 2 loop at Casaccia.

Temperature noise analysis

Temperature noise analysis methods have been applied to

signals from CFNa ana ENA-2 loops for a reliable detection .of

local cooling disturbances in fast reactor subassemblies.

In both cases the noise thermocouples were located in

the central axis of the channel, downstram from the bundle

end. The time sequences have been analyzed in the CNEN Labo-

ratories in the framework Of CNEN-CEA cooperation on L.M.F.B.R.

Autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models have been

adopted for analyzing temperature time series. As results of

these investigations, methods have been found for:

- a continuous in situ monitoring of 'the thermocouple, atta

ined by extimating its time constant;

- the real time detection of suddenly occurring discrepan

cies between the signal and the reference model output,

related to both blockage and boiling.

Statistical analysis of the temperature signals included

also A.P.D. function indicator estimates.

The results offer valuable information on sensor charac-

teristics and position, data collecting procedures and sto-

chastic indicator potentiality. A close relationship nan Seen

found between the shape cf the temperature profile in the

channel and the values of the A.P.D. function higher order

moments. This enables, for every channel and at each overall

power distribution', to single out a thermchydraulic signatu-

re.

Therefore.it is possible to detect signature alterations

and to follow, the time evolution of a fault through the chan-

ges of temperature profile and, consequently, of A.P.D. fun-

ction.

Evidence of this possibility is reported in tab.1«
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Comparison of different tests performed in the seven pin

bundle by heating only one pin before and after the deformed

one, following the rotation of wire, reveals a sharp varia-

tion in the third order indicator, probably related to the

"hot channel" effect induced by the deformation in the first

case.

Boiling Detection

Boiling tests were performed in out-of-pile sodium loops

CFNa and ENA-2 on fast fuel element mock-up.s.

Sodium vapour bubble collapses were detected by means of

piezoelectric accelerometers coupled to the test sections via

short waveguides.

High frequency band analysis shows an increment of the boi-

ling/background noise, as illustred by P.S.D. in fig. 1.

The presence of non condensable gas may attenuate sound

intensity, finally leading to serious faults.

Extrapolation of the out-of-pile results to reactor condi^

tions depends also on sound absorption by plant internals. The

advent of high temperature sodium immersible microphones, re-

ducing the distance between the probe and the source, will re-

duce this unwanted effect.

In fig. 2 the R.M.S. of the acoustic noise and the ave-

rage acoustic pulse count rate are plotted vs. flow rate. Re-

sults refer to a boiling test performed in CFNa loop* The

R.M.S. has been calculated in the frequency range 20 to 80

KHz and acoustic pulses are counted above a threshould value

equal to 5 times the R.M.S. of the background noise.

At the onset of boiling the R.M.S. increases by a factor

14 while the average pulse count rate increases by.a factor

30, being therefore the better boiling indicator.

The asymptotic value of 200, reached by the count rate

shows a saturation effect due to the fact that f-or the coun-

ting interval and the dead time were chosen in our case, the

values of 500 ms and 2.5 ms respectively.

Obviously, faster transducers could lead to better esti-

mates of boiling- indicators.

Characterization of acoustic emission event series from so-

dium vapour bubble collapsing

Data consist of piezoelectric accelerometer readings from

a sensor coupled to the test section via short metal wave gui-

des. A typical feature of this signal is given in fig. 3. The

output analog signal is processed according to the scheme illu

strated in fig. 4. The original analog sequence (1.) is trans-

formed into a time series of pulses (2.) by setting an amplitu

de threshold and by shaping a standard pulse every time the

signal crosses that border.

In the case of a detection apparatus such as the simple

one described, one might obtain occasionally a bunch of stan

dard pulses in correspondence to a single acoustic emission

event. In order to avoid this incorrect conversion, an ope-

rational deadtime is introduced. The deadtime duration is cer;

tainly correlated to the reciprocal of the frequency band of

the piezoelectric sensor.
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.The deadtime pulse series is represented by the square

wave sequence (3.) whose single pulse width is of the order

of l.to 2 msec. By applying the "shadow effect" of time se-

ries (3.) onto time series (2.) the experimenter gets time

series (4.) as detected event series.

The number of events is counted in adjacent and equal

time duration samples and the numerical time series (5.) is

formed. .

The number of clcck pulses is counted between contiguous

events only and the numerical time series (6.) is formed.

Up to-the moment, six.kinetic; properties have been found

for time series (4.). One concerns the average1 accumulation

rate of acoustic pulses in time, four are related to the varian

ce/mean of the number of 'acoustic pulses in suitable time in-

tervals, the final one characterizes the waiting time distri-

bution' between contiguous events.

Measurements refer to ordinary operational conditions of

the out-ofrpile loop without blockage, at constant heating

power (180 kw) and variable flow rates (from 1.47 m3/h to

1.16 m 3 / h ) .

(i) The linearity of the cumulative number of events vs. the

counting time interval is illustrated in fig. 3.

(ii) The variance/mean is systematically larger than unity.

(iii) The variance/mean increases for increasing sampling

intervals. ~

(iv) The variance/mean reaches a finite asymptote.

(v) The value of the finite asymptote increases for decrea-

44
sing flow rates, e.g. for increasing acoustic pulse

count rates.

(vi) in the case of Poisson distributed acoustic events, the

waiting time profile would be an exponential distribu-

tion ra semllog charting of the waiting time data would

then be represented by a straight line. Figure 4 does not

support this statement and indicates that several fractions

of samples with very short and very long (but not inter-

mediate) waiting times exceed the Poisson model predic

tion. These excesses coir.e out to be a very substantial

clue of the presence of clusters in the time sequence of

the acoustic-emission events. And this is the sixth and fi-

nal experimental.evidence.

The six properties help in setting models and trying simu

lations.

Simulation is essentially a working analogy. Analogy means

similarity of properties or relations without identity.

A Polya urn model is adopted for simulating event sequen

cies with variance/mean (V/A) established a priori.

The urn model output sequence offer the following oppor-

tunities:

Periodic sequence V/A

Negatively correlated sequence ' 0 <• V/A

Uncorrelated sequence V/A

Positively correlated sequence V/A

which cover the whole range of interest.

0

1

1

1
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HEATED RQD FLOW VELOC
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1
1
2

2
2.9
4
2.9

.14

.21

.39

.04
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Abstract

Some studies for confirmation of the usefulness of the measurements of

boiling sound and fluctuations of sodium temperature, flowrate and neutron

flux for detection of sodium boiling have been curried out in Japan.

For the development of acoustic detection system, acoustic transmission

decay and velocity change by fuel pins, gas plenum and neutron shield were measured.

Acoustic transmission from the reactor core to the detectors which were

installed in the upper core structure and the upper flange of reactor

vessel were studied theoretically and experimentally using the reactor

vessel mockup.

Sodium boiling acoustic spectra which were dependent of detector positions

were obtained in the out-of-pile experimental facility. Acoustic background

caused by flow and electric noise were measured in the Experimental Fast Reactor.

On the other hand, coolant temperature and flowrate fluctuations caused

by the sodium boiling were measured by the Temp/Flow detector which were S

mounted on the outlet of fuel subassembly. =5

Simulation tests by computer on the correlation method between neutronic

and acoustic signals were carried out.

Current status and future plans about these studies in Japan are

summarized briefly in this paper.
Ol !



1. Introduction

Detection of sodium boiling and boiling position in early stage are necessary

because of high power density and positive reactivity coefficient of sodium

void in center core of LMFBR.

For this reason, development of sodium boiling detection technique has been

conducted in Japan.

The phenomena which Could be used for sodium boiling detection are boiling

sound, void, fluctuation change of temperature, flow and neutron flux. As

boiling could happen by fuel coolant channel blockage before fuel failure

occures, boiling detection method have advantage to prevent fuel failure in

comparison with fission product detection method.

Many studies on acoustic detection method to be considered as the most

useful means of boiling detection have been conducted so far.

These are boiling experiments in water and sodium test loops, acoustic

propagation study, development of high temperature microphbne and background

noise measurement, etc..

We do not have authorized program of sodium boiling experiment in real

IitFBR plant yet. So it is necessary to design acoustic detection system of

UtFBR plant based on many simulation test results which include out-of-pile

experiments at various different test conditions.

Other useful method of boiling detection is neutron flux fluctuation

measurement, which is based on the reactivity change of void coefficient.

But volume of void which causes effective change of reactivity may be

larger than that of early stage of sodium boiling. So simulation study for

improvement of detection sensitivity using acoustic and neutronic cross-

correlation method are being conducted.

Void due to boiling could not arrive to the position of subassembly outlet

instruments, but change of temperature and flow fluctuation might propagate

to these detectors position.

This method have an advantage to detect abnormal fuel position,so out-of-

pile tests have been conducted for confirmation of usefulness of this method.

The R&D programs which have been conducted in Japan are reviewed in this

paper; Sodium boiling experiments in chapter 2, acoustic propagation study

in chapter 3, measurements of background noise in Experimental Fast Reactor

in chapter 4, acoustic and neutronic cross-correlation study in chapter 5,

boiling detection by temperature and flow fluctuation measurements in chapter

6 are described respectively.

2. Detection of acoustic signal with sodium boiling

Measurements of sodium boiling acoustic energy level and spectrum are

necessary in order to evaluate the possibility of sodium boiling detection

by acoustic method.

For this purpose, sodium boiling experiments have been conducted using

out-of-pile sodium boiling test loop shown in Fig.l.

Wire wrapped type of 37 heater pins, of which length is 1850 mm and outer

diameter is 6.5 mm0, are included in a hexagonal test tube.

Acoustic detectors of accelerometer and AE sensor were mounted on the

supporting frame of the test section and on the side wall of the expansion

tank through the wave guide rods. The expansion tank was 9 m away from the

test section.

Sodium boiling was generated by increasing step by step the DC electric

heater power up to maximum 650 KW.

Fig.2 shows the heat flux dependence of S/N ratio of acoustic level which

was obtained by the accelerometer AC-102 on the supporting frame. In this

case, sodium flowrate was 0.04 m/sec and inlet flow temperature was 438.1°C.

Acoustic level increased with time and heat flux. And S/N ratio reached

to the value of about 30. The same order of acoustic level of S/N ratio was

obtained by the accelerometer AC-101 which was mounted on the expansion tank.

Fig.3 shows an example of the sodium boiling acoustic spectrum detected

by the accelerometer AC-102. In this case, sodium flowrate and inlet flow
2

temperature were same as in Fig.2, and heat flux was 4.5 W/cm .

The dotted line indicates the spectrum of non-boiling state, and solid

and chain line are those of boiling state. The resonant frequency of detector

sensitivity is 30 kHz, so absolute level above 10 kHz is not correct, But the

acoustic level increased with the inception of boiling over the wide range,

and peak frequency at the 13 kHz region were observed. But the same peak

was observed under the non-boiling state, so it does not to be characteristic

to sodium boiling.
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The frequency spectrum by the accelerometer AC-101 on the expansion tank

has a peak at the 11 kHz region. And 11 kHz and 13 kHz frequency peaks were

obtained by hitting the test section mechanically. So these peaks seem to be

the effect of resonnance vibration of the test section structure.

3. Acoustic propagation study

Even if the boiling energy level is high, boiling detection is impossible

if acoustic propagation decay between the boiling and detector position is

large. So propagation tests were conducted using a simulation mockup of

reactor vessel in Fig.4 which has fuel assemblies, upper core structure and

water flow loops.

First, propagation decay arises within the fuel subassembly. Propagation

decay as well as acoustic velocity along the direction of subassembly axis

were different at the each position of fuel pellet, gas plenum and neutron

shielding block. Total decay ratio was about 50 dB and acoustic velocity

was smaller in fuel pellet than in pure water, and in gas plenum it was the

same order of the value of shear velocity.

On the other hand, propagation decay along the direction perpendicular to

the subassembly axis was about 25 dB/SA, so propagation to the radial

direction through whole core seems to be difficult. So main acoustic

propagation path to the detector position is the direction of subassembly

outlet.

Acoustic energy level distribution from the outlet of subassembly were

spreaded by the neutron shielding block.

Two locations of acoustic detectors were considered. One position is

within the upper core structure, and it has advantage of short, distance to the

boiling position, while it has problems of sensitivity and durability.

Another position is on the upper flange of reactor vessel, it has opposite

properties to the former.

The propagation decay rate was about 10 dB to the upper core structure

through the heat shielding plate and about 20 dB to the region of sodium

upper level.

There were not large difference between the detection sensitivities of the

accelerometers which were mounted on several places of reactor vessel wall,

and they were not affected by the existence of upper core structure.

Flow noises were smaller in the upper core structure than on the vessel

wall, but the final S/N ratio of these two types of detectors were of the

same order.
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4. Acoustic background noise detection in the Experimental Fast Reactor

Background noise in the plant influences to the possibility of boiling

detection.

Three high temperature acoustic detectors are installed in the upper core

structure of the Experimental Fast Reactor "JOYO". Location of these sensors

are between the driver and blanket fuel region, and at the height of 400 mm

above the subassembly outlet.

The sensors are dipped in the liquid indium which is isolated from coolant

sodium using SUS tube. The crystal of sensor is LiNbO, in which Li is
7

enriched to Li for endurance against neutron radiation and attached to be

soldered to the SUS diaphragm. Detection sensitivity is -160 dB ( OdB=lV/

pbar ) over the frequency range of 10-150 kHz.

The RMS and frequency spectrum of background noise were measured under the

several operational conditions of JOYO, i.e. sodium temperature was 250 "C —
2

460 °C, flowrate was 0 — 5 m/sec and pressure was 0 — 0.7 kg/cm G.

Fig.5 shows the flow dependence of background noise spectrum at the reactor

shut down. Background noise at 20 % and 100 % flow level were larger about

one decade than at 16 % flow level ( during pony motor operation ) over the

range of 0 — 50 kHz. There was not large difference between spectrum of

20 % flow and 100 % flow except below 5 kHz region.

Peak at 20 kHz — 30 kHz region is supposed to be the effect of electric

noise mainly from pump control system of primary coolant loop, and peak of

40 kHz region to be the effect of aliasing of 60 kHz peak.



Flow dependence of RMS value was not recognized for the frequency range of

10-50 kHz and flow range of 20 — 100 %, but RMS increased about twice with

the flow increase for the frequency range of 5—10 kHz.

The spectrum and RMS value were almost constant for the reactor power

range of 0 - 75 MH at the constant flow of 100 %.

5. Acoustic and neutronic cross-correlation study

The void caused by sodium boiling is in principle detectable by the neutron

fluctuation from the reactivity change if the void coefficient of:reactivity

is not practically zero. But neutron flux fluctuation is affected by the

change of temperature and flow and the control rod vibration. So these

background noises are important.factors in the boiling detection problem.

Fig.6 shows the relation between the detectable void volume and background

noise level using the reactivity estimator based on the optimal estimation

technique. Reactivity change of 0.3t is detectable for the case of neutron

noise level of 2 %, and this corresponds to the 300 cm void volume at the

position of 2 m«i/cra .

Such large void volume is unexpected at the early stage of boiling; So

correlation study with other kind of signal such as the acoustic signal are

being conducted for the improvement of detection sensitivity.

The preliminary study was started using computer simulation method. Void

signals of 50 msec pulse width were generated at the mean rate of 150 msec,

and acoustic signal and neutron flux were calculated by the reactor dynamics

simulation computer. Four noise generators were used for the random

modulation of acoustic noise level, neutron noise level, void generation

period and void volume.

The coherence function between acoustic and neutronic signals were obtained

changing the S/N ratio of acoustic boiling signal and neutronic boiling signal

i n d e p e n d e n t l y . .,-••.- .-•.-•

Coherence of 0.7. was: obtained for the case of neutron signal S/N ratio of 1

and;acoustic signal: S/N ratio of 2. From this preliminary test, coherence

method was found to be useful. :

6. Boiling detection by temperature and flow fluctuation signals

Some studies have been conducted for the confirmation of whether detection

of the boiling by temperature and flow sensors is possible, because generation

and extinction of void due to boiling causes the fluctuation of temperature

and flow at the outlet of subassemblies.

Test section was almost the same as that in Fig.l, and has 61 wire wrapped

type mimic pins which length and diameter were 1568 mm and 6.5 mm$,

respectively. 37 pins were heated electrically and 54 flow channels were

blockaged by the SUS plate.

T/C s' of 0.3Tmm$ within the fuel pin bundle and Eddy Current Temp/Flow

Sensor at the outlet of subassembly were used.

Test condition was that inlet coolant temperature was 500 °C, heat flux
2

was 60 W/cm and initial flow rate was 1 m/sec. Boiling was attained by

decreasing the flowrate.

Boiling was generated at the back of the blockage plate, and the

temperature fluctuation increased up to more than 10 times. At the end of

pin bundle, any change of fluctuation level was not found, but spectrum of

temperature fluctuation had frequency peak of 4 Hz which corresponded to the

boiling generation period.

At the outlet of subassembly, RMS and frequency spectrum of temperature

and flow fluctuation did not show distinguishable change. This may be because

of large flow mixing at the outlet of pin bundle.

Fig.7 and Fig.8 are time chart of values of fluctuation, RMS, AR(Auto-

regressive) of temperature and flow signals measured by the T/C and flow

sensor at the outlet of subassembly. From the raw data of fluctuation and

RMS, distinction between boiling and non-boiling may be impossible, but

AR value, especially of flow signal, seems to be affected by the boiling.

So signal processing by AR method of temperature and flow rate signals seems

to have possibility to detect sodium boiling.

7. Conclusion

Boiling detection is important for the prevention of fuel failure and

safety of reactor operation. So many kinds of developments have been
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conducted, and the following results were obtained so far;

(1) Sodium boiling acoustic signals are detected at the near and far (

about 9 m ) distance from the boiling position in the 37 pins test

section, so acoustic method is effective means for boiling detection.

(2) Acoustic signals from the reactor core in the simulation model of

reactor vessel are detected by the sensors in the upper core structure

and on the reactor vessel wall at the.same order of S/N ratio,

(3) Acoustic background noises in the Experimental Fast Reactor "JOYO"

are independent of reactor power over the frequency range of

10- 50 kHz.

(4) Computer simulation tests about the correlation of acoustic and

neutronic signals confirmed it to be useful for improvement of boiling

detection.

(5) AR (Auto-regressive) method for processing of temperature and flowrate

fluctuation signals has possibility for boiling detection more than

RMS method.

Boiling detection has hopeful prospect from the results of various kinds

of studies. But for the establishment of final detection system, still

several experiments must be carried out; measurements of absolute boiling

energy, improvement of durability ;and.S/N ratio of detector, improvements of

detection sensitivity of boiling and boiling position by correlation method

between acoustic, neutronic, coolant temperature and flowrate signals,etc..

For these purpose, .R&D will be continued using out-of-pile sodium boiling

91 pins test section, water reactor, etc. in Japan.
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Fig,7 RMS value and AS-Index of temperature fluctuation
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SUB-ASSEMBLIES IN LMFBRs
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INTRODUCTION

The development of: acoustic techniques for the surveillance of LMFBRs
has the objective of providing a monitoring system on-line to give an early
warning of incipient failures whilst the reactor is at power at present in =
the UK. Most attention is being given to safety protection to meet the i
design proposals for the Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR). One
concern in che safety analysis is the hypothetical possibility that a local
fault in a sub-assembly, if undetected could spread to its neighbours, event-
ually involving the whole core. An early warning of such a potentially prop-
agating event would be given by detecting the boiling of the sodium.

The specification of the acoustic technique, and therefore of the develop-
ment programme, is set.by the requirements of the safety analysis and the
important features are outlined in the first section of the paper. This is
followed by a description of the signal strength from boiling, based on out-
of-pile experiments. This signal has to be discriminated against the back-
ground noise arising from the coolant pumps and the sub-assembly gag and flow
noise. The detection of the acoustic signal may now be made by transducers
rather than waveguides provided that the transducers are shown to be reliable
enough and the recent work is summarised in the next section. The estimate of
the signal/noise ratio depends upon the. transmission of the acoustic waves
through the core to the sensor position. There is little experience on trans-
mission in the reactor environment, possibilities for experiments are limited
and laboratory tests are being used to improve basic knowledge. Modern computers
offer the possibility of improving the sensitivity of detection by advanced data
processing and the techniques which are being pursued are briefly described.

Although acoustic technology has made great improvements in the last
decade, especially in the application of acoustic emission techniques in thermal
reactors, there is no experience of the use of acoustics in reactor trip systems.
Experience has beer; gained in the UK in reactor applications through two experi-
mental programmes•in the Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) and the Prototype Fast
Reactor (PFR) and these are summarised. The-paper concludes with an outline of
the system being proposed for CDFE. and of the R.&D programme being undertaken to
substantiate it.



SPECIFICATION

The programme of safety experiments 'and analyses over the past few years,
particularly'the DFR Special,Experiments, has led to less concern that a fault
in a siib-a&sembly could progress™to involve the whole core. Nevertheless, in
the UK importance is.stilLattached1 to the so-called "'Sub-Assembly Accident'.

in Fig 1. Loss of-.flow in an individual sub-assembly may be initiated by a
blockage~at tllerinlet "or: "By a' bldckage" within the 'sub-assembly. The flow may
be reduced un'tij. the coolant boils; further flow reduction leads to dry-out and
eventually fuel: melting. If the:sodium renews contact with the molten fuel
then there is;..the" possibility- of a thermal interaction involving explosive
vaporisation. "-Such a pressure ̂ pulse'mays cause tlie wrapper of the defected sub-
assembly_.fp fail, leading to the1.possibility or" damage to surrounding sub-
assettibli.es and; ;to hindrance of the insertion'of the shut-off rods.

Usingicxperiments on models by Rees attempts have been made, especially
by Gregory") i :to quantify .this, process,. Although .some uncertainties exist the
followinĝ guide-liria;;: have emerged; an energy yield of tMJ, requiring at least
2kg of molten\fuel, is likely to. cause wrapper failure, an energy yield of 4MJ,
requiring at least 16kg of molten fuel, is likely to damage surrounding sub-
a s s e m b l i e s . • ••-... -

Possible propagation of such an incident has to be studied, both for a core
sub-assembly and for a radial breeder sub-assembly. The low rating of the fuel
in the radial breeders, particularly in the outermost rows, make detection tech-
niques less sensitive.

The propagation of a local fault is possible but not likely. Probability
analyses have been made of the steps in the.physical processes shown in Fig 1.
From these it has been concluded that it would be. prudent at the present state
of knowledge to'include1 in."the protection of the reactor two independent instru-
ment systems" capable of detecting'the fault during its development. This
requirement includes the supervision of-the radial breeder. Although the adia-
batic rate of temperature rise at breeder ratings is slow and it is difficult to
envisage that _. (-liqjj.id)..so.d.iumj and. ...molten fuel can be. separated for a sufficient
time (typically one minuta) and then re-mixed efficiently to give high yield, it
is not possible at present; to exclude this completely nor to see how to substan-
tiate a very low probability for this occurrence. The diagram of Fig 1 shows
that the acoustic technique could be used to detect local boiling (Bl), to detect
vapour ejection (B2), or to detect a small pressure pulse from an MFCI event (A).
The use of these three trip levels in a safety system is being evaluated currently
by tire UK development programme which tv-ill be discussed below. The analysis of
the loss of flow in a sub-assembly is being made through SABRE by Potter et al^'.

SIGNALS FROM BOILING

The acoustic signals observed when boiliiig occurs can vary considerably
depending on thelccal conditions in the vicinity of the boiling and the acoustic
transmission between the boiling and the detector. In the local conditions it is
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those factors which can affect the rate of collapse of the bubble which are
important: and this is primarily determined by the, sub-cooling of the surrounding ,
liquid sodium and .the presence of any non-condensible. gas. in the vapour within .
the bubble. The sub-cooling is determined by the heat flux, coolant .-flow, the
local geometry of the fault and the inlet temperature to the fault region. The
acoustic transmission between the boiling and the detector will depend on the
acoustic path, which is determined by the location of the boiling and the design
of the reactor core, and the state of the fluid, particularly vapour and gas
content, at the time. Basic studies of acoustic transmission out of sub-assembly
are being carried out in RNL. . . • ,. .

The study of the acoustic signal from a local blockage has been carried out
in collaboration with KfK in the KNS1 and KNS2 experiments at Karlsruhe." . The,
KNS1 experiments studied the acoustic signal generated of boiling at 49% central
blockage in a 169 pin sub-assembly while KNS2 dealt with jx 20% corner blockage.
In both cases the signal was studied as a function of sodium flow rate and excess
temperature, a measure of the degree of boiling. .The effect of injecting gas. up-
stream of the fault was examined; and in KNS2 it .was possible to inject gas into
the wake behind the blockage. The results have been reported in references (4)
and (5). The main conclusions were that in the absence of gas there was a clear
acoustic signal from boiling and that over the range studied, up to 200 degree C
excess temperature the acoustic signal increased with the amount of. boiling. In
the presence of gas above 0.5% concentration the direct acoustic, detection of
boiling by simple techniques is unliitely to be possi.ble but. there will neverthe-
less be significant variations in the acoustic signal which could be used, for
example, in pattern recognition methods, to detect boiling or at least the presence,
of an abnormal amount of gas. In view of the complex processing which may be.
necessary the detection of local blockages is seen as a diagnostic and warning
function rather than a trip system at present. :

If boiliag develops to the stage where vapour is ejected from the sub-
assembly then a large; signal is available?, for acoustic detection. This con-
dition was investigated some years ago in the single pin CFNa experiment carried
out in collaboration with CEA at Grenoble. These results have been reported in
references (6) and (7) and show that as flow is reduced in the channel the peak
acoustic output occurs at a flow just less than that at which the channel pres-
sure drop is a minimum, this corresponds to the expulsion of vapour from the
test channel into the plenum. These results have been used, as described later,
to obtain an estimate of the sensitivity of detection of this type of boiling in
PFR.

As can be seen from the chart in Fig 1 the only .conceivable route from a
boiling event in a single sub-assembly to a whole core accident. (WCA) is-by an
explosion arising from a molten fuel/coolant" interaction (MFCI). This may be
regarded as a form of transient boiling producing a large acoustic signal. Work
in the UK indicates that an MFCI explosion large enough to fail the sub-assembly
wrapper will produce an acoustic pulse many times greater than the peak reactor
acoustic noise. " •'.-."" ."•". . '



Background Noise (b) Signal Processing 57
The background noise in the reactor is comprised of flow noise, noise from

cavitation and mechanical noise due to machinery and rattling of components.
Because of the close similarity between the cavitation and boiling processes
the acoustic signals are alike and particularly difficult tp distinguish. In the
UK. considerable care has been taken to reduce, the level of cavitation in the
reactor to the lowest possible value, Seed et al^ '.

For this purpose acoustic methods of detecting cavitation have been developed
and procedures devised for carrying out experiments to determine the cavitation
inception point. The traditional visual technique for detecting inception can be
misleading if the point of cavitatioh was not visible in the window. In any case
this method could only be used on models where the insertion of windows was accept-
able.

It was found that if the gas content of the fluid was kept to, a low level
and care was taken to ensure that other components in the loop, valves or pressure
dropping devices, did. not cavitate before the item under test then the acoustic
detection method was reliable. In good viewing conditions' the visual results were
also reliable and consistent with the acoustic results, Macleod et ai'9).

In parallel with the effort to reduce cavitation noise considerable effort
has been directed to establishing correlations for the prediction of pump noise
levels and the extrapolation of noise measurements on model pumps to full scale,

In addition to these studies of the noise from individual components a program
is about to start.in which the background noise in PFR will be monitored continu-
ously over several years and statistical data compiled from which the rate of
occurrence of spurious trips at any setting, of the trip level can be estimated.

Detection Techniques ,.'..,..

(a) Transducers , .

; The acoustic detectors used in the BND system in PVR are metal waveguides with
conventional nccelerometers mounted at the end. The waveguides are stainless '
steel rods 9 metres long and 15iran diameter. These wave-guides arc used because
Ht the time of design of PFR no proven high temperature microphones wore avail-
able. The waveguides have performed well the only problem being the tendency
to pick-up tattling noises from other instrumentation cables within the control
rod guide tube.

Since the design of PFR high temperature microphones have been developed
which appear to meet the temperature specifications though sufficient informa-
tion on long-term reliability is not yet available. The performance of high
temperature microphones in radiation is currently being tested in PFR. Some
preliminary measurements have been carried out on a lithium (enriched 7) niobate
transducer in a Materials Test Reactor at Harwell which has indicated that the
effects of radiation are smali. '

It is a fundamental requirement of safety instrumentation that the signal
processing involved must be demonstrably very reliable. Consequently proposals
in the UK for the use of acoustic detection in trip circuits have up till nov?
been restricted to a system using simple amplitude and frequency discrimination
techniques and detection methods requiring more complex processing have been
relegated to a diagnostic role. However, it is likely that computer systems
will be developed with sufficient reliability for trip use.

One group of processing techniques being developed in the UK aims at impro-
ving the sensitivity of boiling noise detection through location techniques.
The ability to locate the source enables noises from outside the core region
to be disregarded as well as providing additional valuable information to the
operator. Two approaches are being followed, first, location by observing time
delays between the arrival of the signal at various transducers and calculating
the source pos5:tion. The time delay can be measured directly if the signal is
impulsive of by use of the cross correlation function if it is'-continuous* The
second approach is to use the array of transducers installed in the reactor to
focus the microphones on a particular part of the core by shifting the ̂ hase of
the signal at each transducer by an appropriate amount. Both methods' seem likely '
to give a valuable improvement in detection sensitivity.

REACTOR MEASUREMENTS

Dounreay Fast Reactor

The acoustic surveillance of the DFR was begun in 1966 with the installation
of three waveguides mounted vertically above three central sub-assetablies. Gas
entrainment had been a major problem on the reactor since its commissioning and
the work of Barclay, Tait and Hale^• ' showed that acoustic monitoring provided
a valuable, diagnostic of the behaviour of gas bubbles in the reactor. There
were several examples (see ref (11)) of the acoustic signals beitig used £6 assist
operational procedures to control gas .entrainment to an acceptable level. In
addition in 1969 overheating was inferred on an experimental fuel vehicle from
the large increase in signal from one of the waveguides and this was subsequently
confirmed by PIE. , ...

In 1976/77 a series of special experiments were carried, out by Smith et al
in which fuel! pins in experimental vehicles were subjected to prolonged periods of
overheating. This included periods when the coolant flow through the test vehicles
was reduced by operating a throttle valve until, boiling occurred. In,a companion
paper, Bnwson^3) describes hov the boiling was detected against high background
noise level, particularly that arising from cavitatior. at the flow valve. Detection
sensitivity was improved by using impulse location analysis in which the
of signals- at. an array of sensors was .timed and signals from sources outside
the. sub-assembly were rejected. ....,, • '•...• -... ,.,

Prototype Fast Reactor

,(14)A programme of experiments was undertaken by Macleod et al . during the,,
commissioning of the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) at Dounreay. The. objective



was to obtain data on background noise levels and to estimate the sensitivity
of the installed aocustic boiling noise detection system (ABND) using the
seven waveguides with standard acceleroineters as. sensing elements.

For the commissioning experiment three rigs were installed in the core
locations below three of the waveguides. Each rig was about 12m in length and
carried an electrically heated boiler and three sodium proof microphones at
levels corresponding to core top, inid-core and core bottom. In addition micro-
phones were installed at the inlet and outlet of each o£ the three reactor pumps.
Measurements were made of the background noise at a series of pumps speeds from
200 to 960 rev/min, full speed. To investigate sensitivity the signal at each
transducer was recorded with each vapour generator operating in turn. Although
in a typical experiment the power available for boiling, in excess of that required
for heat losses, was only about 300 watts the signal was detectable at pump speeds
up to 750 rev/min on waveguides 0.75m radially from the source. From these results
and out-of-pile measurements described above it.was deduced that a highly sub-
cooled boiling source involving 40kW of thermal energy would be detectable in PFR
with a margin of lOdB. This estimate has three qualifications which should be
noted. Firstly the measurements were made for reasons connected with the commis-
sioning of the reactor with the core loaded with dummy sub-assemblies. These had
a simple restriction or gag to establish the correct flow distribution but were
noisy. ' Subsequent experiments have established a quiet design of gag for core
sub-assemblies. Secondly the presence of a quantity of gas bubbles in the sodium
could attenuate the signal and these might be released locally from failing pins.
Thirdly the signal from boiling referred to bulk boiling or outlet boiling where
vapour was discharged from the sub-assembly into the cooler sodium of the reactor
plenum. Nevertheless the experiments were crucial in establishing a reference
point from which the sensitivity of an acoustic system in a fast reactor could
be estimated approximately.

No systematic measurements have been possible on PFR during its operation
ct power because of other priorities. However, a monitor has now been constructed
for installation at Dounreay. This will measure the noise levels over a period of
two to three years to establish whether the noise is stationary and to record any
significant events. From this data it will be possible to establish the likeli-
hood of spurious shutdowns from specific levels of trips.

FUTURE PROGRAMME

The future programme is centred on the requirements for CDFR which are cut-
lined below.

CDFR Design Proposals

Although the design proposals for CDFR are not yet finally decided a refer-
ence scheme along the following lines is being studied by MacDonald »!->) _ The
arrangement of acoustic transducers is shown diagrammatical ly in Fig 2. Twenty-
four listening positions will be provided in the Above Core Structure arranged
in two rings; six ;'.n an inner circle of 0.6m and eighteen in an outer ring of
1.5m radius. Each position will be capable of accepting a pair of transducers,
one vertically above the other. The spacing is such that no sub-assembly outlet

is more than 0.75m from at least two listening posts. There are also a further
eight listening positions disposed in a ring of radius 4m approx between the
abov/a core structure and likely sources of unwanted noises such as the pumps,
etc. A general elevation of the CDFR showing the ABND transducers is shown in
Fig 3. The signals generated by the transducers are monitored over a bandwidth
from 500Hz to 300KK2 and processed to perform the required, function.

Forward R&D Programme

The future R&D programme may be summarised, with the help of Fig 1, as
follows:

1. Diagnostic system (Bl) Detection of local boiling will be valuable
as an early warning as part of a diagnostic system. Attention will be
given to advanced processing techniques involving source location and
pattern recognition.

2. Trip system (B2) Detection of vapour ejection is highly likely and
the signals could be used in a trip system. Information on the signal
strength has been partly obtained from KNSI and 2 with KfK (Germany)
and further information on bulk boiling with radial temperature gradients
will be forthcoming from KNS3. After KNS3 a review may show the need for
an out-of-pile rig simulating a radial breeder.

3. Pulse detection (A) Detection of large pulses from MFCIs is highly
likely and the signals could be used in a trip system. The value of
such a trip needs further study and this will be carried out in conjunc-
tion with the studies on HFCI at AEEW.

These programmes will be supported by instrumentation development to endorse
the reliability of an acoustic transducer capable of withstanding irradiation at
temperatures of 650 to 680 C. The preferred design of acoustic transducers will
be validated in PPR. The studies of engineering components for CDFR will include
measurements of their acoustic noise levels,'particularly of pumps and gags.
Experiments on the transmission of acoustic waves through sub-assemblies and core
structure will be continued.
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